
France by train: where to buy a bolt hole 
near a rail station

All aboard for Paris, Provence — and beyond. Prices start at 
€296,000
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W
hoever said “It’s not the destination that matters,
it’s the journey” had clearly never faced a spirit-
crushing summer Saturday at Gatwick airport.
The glamour of air travel had unquestionably PREVIOUS ARTICLE NEXT ARTICLE
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departed long before Covid added a further cycle of hell. Liquids
confiscated, ba�ing hand luggage rules: air travellers today
face a ba�ing range of rules before they’ve even taken o�.

How much better to travel by train, with wide windows to max
out the view, more space, less waiting around and even the
possibility of old-school glamour. Trains are the civilised
alternative to flying, says Mark Smith, the man behind the
award-winning rail website the Man in Seat 61.

“The pandemic aside, I’ve seen a lot more interest in train travel
as flying becomes more stressful and awareness of climate
change grows,” Smith says. “Once people try it trains become
their preferred mode of travel and only an emergency or lack of
cheap tickets sees them choose to fly.”

The French mountains, coast and countryside are ideal places to
discover the joys of train travel. “If you don’t mind changing
stations in Paris you can go pretty much anywhere,” Smith says.
“My favourite strategy for changing in Paris is to allow at least
two hours, not the minimum one, and enjoy lunch in a favourite
restaurant, perhaps the Train Bleu inside Gare de Lyon.”

He adds: “Changing at Lille is easier than crossing Paris, though
onward connections are less frequent and there are fewer cheap
ticket options. Direct TGVs [high-speed trains] link Lille with
Lyons, Bordeaux, Avignon, Aix-en-Provence, Marseilles, Nîmes
and Montpellier. And don’t forget the night train option,
Intercités de Nuit, linking Paris with Toulouse, Lourdes, Tarbes,
Toulon, Cannes, Nice and Briançon.”

ADVERTISEMENT

Time for a French adventure? All aboard.
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Paris

Fastest train time from London: 2hr 16min

On November 14, 1994, the first Eurostar delivered passengers
from central London to central Paris in three hours — a journey
that today can take a little over two hours. From mid-May
Eurostar plans to run a near-normal timetable compared with
the pre-pandemic schedule, with up to 15 daily return services
between St Pancras International and Gare du Nord.

“Eurostar was a massive revolution for travel and it’s still
remarkable to me how fast the journey is,” says Susie Hollands
of Vingt Paris estate agency. “Gare du Nord is in the tenth
arrondissement and Eurostar has certainly been a factor in the
increasing popularity of the neighbouring ninth — the location
of Paris’s new Soho House.”

SPONSORED

West End wonder: Could remote working

A three-bedroom apartment in Paris is on the market for €1.575 million via Knight Frank
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Roddy Aris of Knight Frank estate agency agrees, describing the
ninth as “hip, beautiful and comparatively a�ordable”. Knight
Frank has properties from €845,000 (£720,000), for a handsome
one-bedroom apartment by St-Georges Metro, 20 minutes’ walk
from Gare du Nord and five from Soho House.

Caroline Harrap, a freelance writer and editor, regularly shuttles
from her Parisian home, close to Montmartre, to London for
work and visiting family and friends. She has always chosen the
train, for environmental reasons and convenience.

“If you had told me as a child that I’d spend a large part of my
life taking a train under the sea I wouldn’t have believed you,”
she says. “For me that sense of wonder has never gone away.
The whole experience still feels exciting and a bit glamorous,
almost like a remnant from the golden age of travel. Post-Brexit,
the Eurostar feels even more important — a symbolic link
between Britain and the rest of Europe.”

She says that fares are “really good value” as long as you can be
flexible on timings. “Eurostar recently ran an o�er of £39 each
way and tickets are flexible up until seven days before you
travel,” she adds. “In my experience there are few delays and on
the rare occasion something does go wrong the sta� go the
extra mile to put things right. I also recommend that any fellow
Eurostar fans follow the train managers and drivers on Twitter
as they share all kinds of useful information.”
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Provence

ADVERTISEMENT

Fastest train time from Paris: Valence, 2hr 12min; Avignon, 2hr
37min; Aix-en-Provence, 2hr 54min; Orange, 3hr 20 min

Eurostar’s direct summer service to the south of France isn’t
running this year but it’s still a relatively easy ride to Provence,
with the additional appealing option of breaking the journey for
a blast of Parisian fun.

“The TGV extends right through Provence, from Paris to
Valence, Montélimar, Orange and on to Avignon and Aix-en-
Provence,” says Laetitia Hodson of Knight Frank. “Leave the
grey of Paris behind and as you reach Valence the sunflowers
suddenly appear. Buyers often focus on iconic Luberon villages
such as Lourmarin and Gordes, but those who are property-led
rather than location-specific should consider other, better-value
stops on the route.”

Look at Uchaux, an hour and a half from Marseilles and close to
the autoroute; Richerenches in the Drôme, northwest of Vaison-
la-Romaine; and Orange itself. The area around Vaison-la-
Romaine, not far from the cycling hub of Mont Ventoux, is also
wonderful, says Hodson, who points to a five-bedroom house
close to picture-perfect Séguret, with wonderful views of the
Dentelles de Montmirail, for €790,000.

A four-bedroom home in Vaucluse, Provence-Alpes-Côte d`Azur, is for sale for €1.28 million 
with Knight Frank
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“Prices fall 20 to 30 per cent in Vaison compared with Gordes
because Vaison is a little further from Marseilles airport and not
as well known,” Hodson says. “Yet they are equally as beautiful.
Vaison is a Roman town with a good market, and probably more
year-round than Gordes.”

Nice

Fastest train time from Paris: 5hr 41min

After Marseilles the Paris train slows as it winds scenically
along the coast to the centre of Nice. Last year the French
government pledged to spend €3.5 billion on the first phases of
improving this line, including a new underground station in
Marseilles.

ADVERTISEMENT

This two-bedroom property in Nice is on the market for €595,000 with Savills
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“Travelling from the UK to Marseilles by train is perhaps as far
as most British people would consider, but the final two hours
are a beautiful journey,” says Alex Balkin of Savills estate
agency. “As more of us work remotely, having a south of France
escape is appealing. The trains are comfortable and have great
wi-fi and space, allowing you to work e�ectively. They are
generally cheaper than flying; about half the price outside of
holiday season. For me, though, it’s less about price than
convenience.”

For an easy lock-and-leave home or rental option to help cover
costs, Balkin points to a two-bedroom apartment in a gated
residence with swimming pool and tennis courts, in western
Nice, for €595,000.

Arras

Fastest train times from Paris: 48min. From Lille: 19min

Arras in northern France is about an 80-minute drive from
Calais, with an appealing mix of award-winning local food, craft

A six-bedroom villa ten minutes from Arras is on the market for €499,000 with Sextant
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breweries and access to extensive hiking and biking trails in the
Pays d’Artois. It has history too, as the birthplace of
Robespierre, a leading figure in the French Revolution, and the
site of the newly renovated Wellington Tunnels, an immersive
memorial to the 1917 Battle of Arras.

“Arras is surrounded by beautiful countryside and is a popular
choice for second-home owners because of its range of modern
detached houses with gardens,” says Vicky Caulier of Sextant
Properties estate agency. “A three-bedroom property in the
suburb of Aubigny-en-Artois is around €320,000, or a six-
bedroom villa in Arras itself is €500,000.” 

Charente

Fastest train times from Paris: Poitiers, 1hr 16min; Angoulême,
1hr 46min

Peaceful Charente in western France is an area of rolling
countryside and vineyards with a wonderful climate of mild
winters and beautiful summers that rival the Côte d’Azur.

ADVERTISEMENT

A three-bedroom stone cottage in Charente is on sale for €296,000 with Beaux Villages
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“The TGV and Eurostar are incredibly important for our buyers,
with a significant number opting to be close to a main TGV
station,” says Julie Savill of the Savills associate Beaux Villages.
“French trains are clean and comfortable, with good food
service, and run on time.”

Property values are equally as appealing. Savill has a charming
three-bedroom cottage in Le Dorat, 30 miles north of Limoges,
for €48,000 and a pretty three-bedroom restored house, 25
minutes from Angoulême, for €296,000.

London to Angoulême is a journey that Joanna Leggett, head of
marketing at Leggett estate agency, knows well. She lives
between Angoulême and Périgord, on the Charente-Dordogne
border, and travels back to the UK on a monthly basis. In 17
years she has never had a delay on the TGV and only once has
Eurostar cancelled a service.

“I have three airports within reach — Bordeaux, Bergerac and
Limoges — but always choose the train,” she says. “It’s two
hours from Angoulême to Paris, where I hop on to the Eurostar.
The train is quicker once you factor in check-in times, and
certainly less hassle. I can work, take calls and bring more
luggage. The price is probably slightly higher than flying,
although for anyone under 26 or over 60 there are discounts.
Typically I pay €250 for a return, Angoulême to London, less if I
book in advance. My tip to buyers keen to use the train would
be to choose a city or town with a good train service and start
house-hunting within a 30-minute radius.”
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Languedoc

Fastest train times from Paris: Béziers, 4hr 8min; Narbonne, 4hr
25min

The wine-producing region of Languedoc o�ers a less neat
option to the south of France. Trains stop at Béziers and
Narbonne on the way to Montpellier and are an increasingly
popular option for owners and guests at the three wine estates,
with hotels and rental villas operated by Domaine & Demeure.

“Our Château Capitoul property is eight minutes from
Narbonne station,” says Darren Kennedy, director of marketing
at Domaine & Demeure. “Some guests hire a car there, or the
environmentally friendly option is to hire an electric Fiat 100
through the tourist o�ce at Gruissan. Over the past few years
we’ve seen more guests opt for the train, with the additional
advantage of an opportunity to stop over in Paris or
Montpellier. The high-speed line is open to Barcelona, with
more improvements planned, including a TGV station on the
outskirts of Béziers.”

Kennedy’s wife, Emma, 50, plans and runs up to 17 weddings at
the châteaux. Despite living in France for 25 years, she only
started using the train last year when her parents’ ill-health
meant she was frequently travelling between the UK and
France.

“It was a stressful and angst-ridden year; my mum sadly passed
away in November and as I really fear flying, opting to take the

Two and three-bedroom houses at Domaine & Demeure’s three wine estates start from 
€455,000, at Château St Pierre de Serjac, north of Béziers
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Eurostar from St Pancreas to Béziers, 20 minutes from home,
seemed a good option,” she says. “On one journey I booked a
first-class ticket, which was totally worth it. Dig around on the
website to find a good deal and book a seat on the top level,
facing forward for maximum viewing potential. From Lyons
onwards you can see the Alps and past Valence you feel the
light change and start to really head south and, for me, home.”

Need to know

● For regular travellers a €49 Carte Avantage, the French
railway company SNCF’s discount card for leisure travel, can’t
be used on Eurostar but soon pays for itself on French trains;
seat61.com

● Club Eurostar is a loyalty scheme for frequent travellers. Sign
up to Eurostar’s newsletter for all the latest sale information;
eurostar.com

● Ouigo is a no-frills service operating low-cost high-speed
trains on key French routes, with fares from €10; ouigo.com

● In April this year the French government introduced a law
banning all short-haul flights where a train or bus journey of
less than two and a half hours exists, a�ecting flights from Paris
to Bordeaux and Lyons

● Dogs are permitted on the TGV but not on Eurostar (unless
they are guide or assistance dogs)

The Man in Seat 61’s three favourite rail journeys

I’m a huge fan of the line from Toulon to Nice along the Côte
d’Azur, seen from the upper deck of a Paris to Nice TGV or after
waking on the recently reinstated Paris to Nice sleeper. Rocky
headlands, millionaires’ villas, yachts out on the bay: it’s all
there.

Or the westward Mediterranean line from Nîmes to Perpignan,
passing Béziers cathedral, across the étangs around Narbonne
with flamingos feeding in the shallows either side of the train,
and then right past the 15th-century Catalan Fort de Salses.

The local line from Toulouse to Latour-de-Carol on the Spanish
border in the Pyrénées. The first part is over the plains, with the
Pyrénées getting ever closer before the climb starts, passing the
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former Cathar castle Château de Foix. 
Mark Smith, seat61.com
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J john thorn · 4 HOURS AGO

The article doesn’t mention the 90-120 minute checkin time at 
StPancras. Nearly doubling the travel time to Paris.

Reply Recommend (1)

G Glenn Saunders · 6 HOURS AGO

The direct Eurostar to the South of France is a great option, shame 
it’s not running this year.

Reply Recommend

A Andy M · 7 HOURS AGO

Changing at Lille is the way to go, getting from Gare du Nord to 
Gare du Lyon on the metro is horrible and the taxi is a nightmare 
due to new tra�c measures. It may take a little longer but is a far 
more pleasurable experience.

Reply Recommend

I Iain Croker · 6 HOURS AGO

Love train travel. Took the Eurostar to Paris and Brussels several 
times lately and it was seamless and relaxing. No liquid issues, no 
huge border queues.

Reply Recommend
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